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Bar #136: 
Lobo's Mixed Grill 

5 Key Lime Square 
www.loboskw.com  

Saturday, 29 June, 6:30 PM 
 

Sierra Nevada Pale Ale (bottle) $5.00 
 

I think I was here once before -- maybe had a 
burger, medium rare, with a dab of mayo on the 

top half of the bun and one thin slice of pickle 

under the patty -- but I don't remember any of the 
details of the visit.  So, maybe it was somebody 

else. 
 

For the second time today, we got served by an 
owner.  I suppose it's possible that the young eastern European dude who 

handed me my Red Stripe at Spice Lounge owned the Pegasus, but I really 
doubt it.  We didn't ask.  Never crossed my mind to say to him, "Hey, do you 

own this hotel?" 
 

I once had a guest, though, at Key Lime Inn, who asked me if I was the 
owner.  It was a Sunday morning, and I was the only staff member in sight, 

and I guess I just manifested that regal bearing.  But our SL barkeep did 
not. 

 

Anyway, the Lobo's owner (I forget his name; probably Lobo, ya think?) was 
a cool dude.  He seemed happy to be there, though I know he wished he had 

more biznizz.  I asked him what the address was here, wondering whether 
they were considered Southard or Duval.  We came in from Southard, but 

the narrow alley past Onlywood from Duval would've worked too.   
 

"5 Key Lime Square," he said proudly.  "We have our own address in here 
and pay a LOT less than the Duval ones do."  Made me wonder if Onlywood's 

"Rear Duval" address saved them any money. 
 

One of KW's acclaimed drag stars came in about the same time as we 
did.  It's funny to see those guys as guys; they are almost always in 

costume -- and character -- when you see them in public.  Or are they? 
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Would you recognize Sushi if you saw him in his everyday just-a-guy 

attire?  I didn't, not at first anyway.  Faith Michaels too.  They might have 
walked right by you many times, their 

true appearance disguising them.  I 
doubt that I have seen Inga out of 

drag; I hope I would've recognized 
that big Swedish dude and his silly 

grin.   
 

So this was Elle, getting some take-
out Mexican food for a Saturday 

supper.  Maybe breakfast, now that I 
think about it.  Those dudes keep late 

hours.  I figured a late-night owl like 
Elle would make for some good brain-

picking regarding obscure bars.  Two 

hundred is still a daunting number at 
this point.   

 
I explained to him the premise of the 

tour and the guidelines (much better 
word than "rules").  He immediately 

blurted out "Oriole."   
 

"Done it.  I was the only one there." 
 

"I love that place!  When did you go??" 
 

"About midnight on a Friday." 
 

"Too early!" 

 
"So, more like 3:30?" 

 
"Ehhh, 5." 

 
"I'll set my alarm." 

 
"Crow's Nest!" 

 
"Good one!  Forgot all about it."  Ching ching. 

 
"Denny's!  They sell beer." 
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I got a chuckle out of that one, but I had no doubt that Elle, in full Elle 

attire, had done the sunrise one-more-drink with my French Toast 
before.  Many times. 

 
Not sure if Denny's will pass muster, though.  That's a food counter that 

they set a beer on.  It may be hard to put into words, but you must know 
what is a bar and what just ain’t. 

Denny's ain't.   
 

I've had a 7:00 a.m. beer with French 
Toast before, so I'm not judging.  it 

was at Doyle's Braddock Cafe in 
Boston, one collllld winter morning, 

after getting up at 5:00 to go see an 
implosion.  This was back in the late 

70's before implosions became as 

common as farts.  Back then, seeing 
a 40-story downtown building 

blasting and tumbling all neat and 
tidy into a coffee can was still a 

unique thing.   
 

Trouble was, somebody forgot the 
coffee can, and the 6:00 blast was 

delayyyyed for about 40 minutes.  
This was not a planned entertainment 

event -- strictly hardcore demolition -
- so there was no back-up act to 

come out and keep us happy.  Nor was there any way for us to know what 
the hold-up was or how long it would be.   

 

The appointed time passed without a bang and a boom, so what do you 
do?  You stare and stare and stare at the fucking building, and you keep 

staring because the only reason you got your ass out of your warm bed on 
this 10-degree morning was to see the big kaboom with your own glazzies.    

 
Now, don't picture the four of us -- Dash, Bash, Ban, and Hops -- just 

hanging out by our lonesomes on some park bench watching for the axe to 
fall.  Nay, nay, we were crunched in a crowd that the Boston Globe 

estimated at close to 100,000.  Ya, 100,000 nut cases all out in the freezing 
pre-dawn freeze to watch an insurance building fall down.  Guess we don't 

like insurance buildings very much, hmm? 
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So, anyway, at 6:40, without 

warning, it blew up and went 
down.  Whole thing took about four 

seconds.  No replays or nuthin.  
Bang, boom, show is O-V-A ova.  

And it was off to breakfast.   
 

Savvy Dash knew a super cool 
parking spot and we were gone, 

literally before the dust settled.  
Doyle's opened at 7:00, and we 

were there when they did.  Doyle's 
is no Denny's; this is your classic 

Boston Irish bar.  If you saw the movie Mystic River, then you've seen 
Doyle's. 

 

But all that has nothing to do with Lobo's.  I should probably just go back 
and delete it, but screw it, some implosion fans might dig it. 

 
We easily got into Hang Out Mode and kicked back to dig the groovy Lobo's 

vibes, man.  I did have to wonder about today's strategy, though.  Here it 
was, the hottest day of the young summer, and we picked three outdoor 

bars out of four.  A little bit of cool air would have enhanced our Lobo 
life.  Gotta have a chat with that 

Second Century Strategic Planning 
Committee.  

 
But WTF, I didn't move to K-dub to 

avoid hot weather.  Once you get 
the right mindset, that light layer of 

humidity/perspiration just seems 

right.  And the cold beer is all the 
more refreshing.  Gotta drink it fast 

-- or use a koozie -- because that 
summertime air will dive into it and 

swim around in a mad quest for 
tepid fluid. 

 
The decor is colorful and lively 

here.  Mostly white on the outside, 
but lots of bright yellow and green 

inside.  and the tables are painted 
with cartoonish chickens.  Jan got a 

good laugh out of one of the many 
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stickers that are stuck to the hinged panels over our heads:  I'm not myself 

today, maybe I'm you. 
 

The item that I thought was the coolest was the light bulb.  It was hanging 
from the beam and was filled with water and a plant!  Dang cool accessory. 

 
'Tis a happy kind of place.  We enjoyed the Hop.  Maybe next time I'll get a 

burger, medium rare, with a dab of mayo on the top half of the bun and one 
thin slice of pickle under the patty.  I hear they are good here. 
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